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Abstract
This paper reports empirical findings from an initial series
of field case studies aimed at identifying and modelling
the organisational characteristics and cultural qualities of
excellence in top Australian-owned information
technology firms. Non-managerial staff in 10% of the top
Australian IT firms were asked to identify and describe
cultural aspects of their organisations such as the
importance of key individuals, orthodoxy, watershed
events, key functional values and beliefs, folklore, rites
and rituals. They provided metaphors for the organisation
culture, the organisation itself, their manager, an
employee, the ideal work environment, and the ideal
manager. A second series of field case studies will
investigate “start-up” and “second rung”IT firms.
Introduction
The culture of an organisation may have as profound
an effect on the way systems are developed as
management skill or the qualities of the development
methodologies and technologies used. Company owners
and directors can be expected to be the strongest
proponents of their organisations and products. They have
invested more of themselves in the enterprise and reap the
greatest rewards from its success. Their views may be
markedly different or more positive than those of the
people who actually do the work.
Organisations can be seen as mini-societies having their
own distinctive patterns of culture and sub-culture; as a
family; as a tight-knit team; as highly fragmented, seeing
the world in very different ways (Morgan, 1986, p. 121).
The strength and nature of esprit-de-corps in these firms
is reflected in the metaphors chosen by staff to describe
them.
Metaphor has gained wide acceptance in the
information systems context in recent years (Keen, 1996,
Hirschheim, 1991, Mason, 1991).  The work of Kendall
and Kendall (1994) has added to our knowledge of the use
of metaphor in the process of systems development. They
identified a number of extended metaphors in widespread
use during the development process. They assert that
developers who are aware of the presence of these
metaphors see systems development activity in a different
light than those who confine their thinking to traditional
development models. The metaphors include: war, a
game, a journey, a machine, a jungle, a zoo, a society, an
organism, and a family. The language of business is
replete with war metaphors, where such terms as
“campaign”, “opposition”, “competition”, “strategic
advantage”, “competitive weapon”, “market penetration”,
“blitzing the competition”, and “them-an-us” thinking set
the tone.
The Research Programme: Aims, Subjects,
and Methodology
This paper is part of a larger research programme
whose purpose is to produce a valid Business
Development Model (BDM) for startup software and
information technology firms based on the characteristics
and experience of leading Australian-owned software and
information technology firms. Most firms in this sector
began on a very small scale, typically in someone’s
garage or workroom. While a considerable body of
anecdote and folklore exists which focuses on one or
another practice or technique that was a “key” to business
success, there exists no known body of studies that
systematically examines and models successful Australian
software and information technology organisations. A
mature BDM will identify and suggest priorities between
critical factors which new firms must achieve to succeed.
It will serve as a blueprint for new entrants, indicating
chronological stages from startup to success which are
based on the experience of leading Australian firms.
The research methodology used for the results
reported here is the field case study. The Organisational
Culture Assessment Inventory developed by Steinhoff &
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Owens (1989) forms the basis of the study instrument. Of
the 58 Australian-owned organsiations identified as
“leading” in The Computing 100 (Kennedy, 1994), a
sample of 12 companies was selected for the base-line
study.
A set of twelve questions aimed at characterising the
culture of participating organisations was asked of 6
developers in each of the 12 participating organisations,
for a total of 72 replies per question. Staff were asked to
describe the culture, organisation, manager, and employee
in terms of metaphors. While space precludes presentation
of all of these responses, some of the questions asked and
a summary of the more colourful replies are reported
below.
There is considerable overlap in the views and values
of senior managers and staff developers. There are some
interesting differences as well.
Management’s view: critical success factors
for it firms
Each field visit began by asking owners and executive
managers of the participating organisations to identify
critical success factors for their firm. They were also
asked to identify their organisation’s goals and to assess
how effective they have been in achieving them. The
responses to this item were remarkably similar and can be
grouped into strategic, business, and technical factors.
Strategic factors include:
• Quality Product:  Every respondent identified
offering a high quality product to clients as critical to
success;
• Quality Staff:  All recognise that a high quality staff
is required to produce and maintain a quality product.
• Profitability:  All else is dependent on profitability. A
high quality product and high standard of customer
service are necessary to sustain profitability.
No surprises, certainly.
Critical business factors include:
Selecting and focusing on a market niche that has a
future; Producing software that is wanted in the
marketplace; Identifying and taking up correct leading
technologies; Effective and satisfying communication
with clients; Management of client expectations;
Delivering value for money to clients;
Technical factors include:
Platform independence; Ease of product customisation,
modification, and enhancement; Achieving a correct
architecture for the product; Developers must have a deep
understanding of development technologies;
Every senior manager interviewed recognised the
paramount importance of employing and retaining the
right people, of product quality, and of profitability.
Core business activity
Senior management identified core business activities
of their organisations as including:
Client support and training; Recruitment and training;
Development of a suite of unique products in a particular
market; Deriving ongoing revenue through
implementation and support of those products;
In all cases, core business activities focus on technical
product innovation and on sales and marketing.
Recruitment and training of staff is always mentioned as a
central activity.
The staff viewpoint: How the troops see
things
If management universally see a high quality staff as
central to success, what do members of staff see in the
organisations that have retained their loyalty and long
service? How do they see themselves and their manager?
How do they describe the ideal manager and work
environment?
Question 1: Staff were asked to describe their
organisation using metaphors. Nearly every person
interviewed first chose the term “a family”, which
subsequently included modifiers such as “comfortable,
organised chaos, ant hill, school. club, bus, inertia, train,
anarchy, school boys, rebels, beehive, maverick, poorly-
serviced machine, firefighters, relay race, playground,
roller coaster”, to name a few.
Question 2: Staff members were asked to complete
the following sentence: “My organisation is a …”[eg.,
museum ... ] Responses included “a cash register, waltz,
castle, farmyard, rat race, factory, adventure, craft motor
assembly line, old sailing ship, technological dinosaur,
amoebae, backward, drifting ship, collection of tribes,
penny-pinching, elastic, grown family, and fun park”.
Question 3: Company owners and executive
managers were asked to identify strategic, technical, and
business factors critical to the success of their enterprises.
Strategic factors invariably included a high quality staff.
Staff were asked to express their views of their
organisation, the employee, the manager, and of their
ideal manager and work environment through the use of
metaphors. The views of the two groups, expressed
below, are remarkably complimentary.
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Question 4: Developers were asked to complete the
following: “The typical employee in my organisation is
a…” [eg., information sharer, helper to other staff])
Responses included “ambitious and self-centred
individual, strong willed, survivor, genius, modest,
relaxed, friendly, hardworking, follower, work horse,
isolated, know what they are doing, willing to share,
studious, proud of work, above and beyond the call of
duty, heroes, have potential, eager beaver, some aloof and
two-faced, doer, personable, sociable”.
Question 5: Participants were asked to complete the
statement: “The manager of my organisation is a …” (an,
the) [eg., museum curator ... ]
Responses included “the admiral, coach, playing
coach, listener, father, sergeant-major,  king, expedition
leader, glue, progressive father, chairman, cruise line
captain, “master gunna” (ie. procrastinator), a
spreadsheet, an open door, a large ear, a relic, incomplete,
action man, dealer, whip cracker, hopeless father, bright
spark, father figure, cowboys”.
Question 6: Staff were also asked to describe the ideal
manager in metaphorical terms:
Responses included “a coach, an entrepreneur, one
who manages by walking around, diplomat, mollycoddler,
good communicator, open door policy, close to
employees, interested in progress, looks up to and
respects staff, a leader, supporter, fair with salaries and
conditions, approachable, a large ear, and finally,
Superman”.
Question 7: The participants were asked what would
be their metaphor for the ideal working environment.
Responses included “reward effort, reasonable
demands, minimal politics, employee contributions
rewarded and acknowledged, one without clients, a team
environment, a dynamic and controlled think-tank,
structured with controlled procedures, mechanism for
reward, variety of work, one in which one can be noticed,
and “a classroom on a sunny afternoon with the windows
open”.
Discussion
A strong team spirit was evident in our host
organisations. Each has developed a unique culture which
reflects and shapes the world-view of its members.
While management universally claim to value high
quality staff members, staff want see themselves as
valuable and appreciated. They describe the ideal
manager as a mentor / coach who values and develops
them, who acts as their teacher and advocate. They
describe the ideal work environment as one in which their
contributions are recognised, where they are valued for
their contributions, where advancement is based on merit.
Although there is some contrast between staff
descriptions of their current and the ideal manager, there
is considerable similarity between these descriptions and
the terms used to describe both. While the current
manager is sometimes described as somewhat inhibiting
and occasionally arbitrary and stifling, most of the
metaphors are positive, indicating recognition of the
widespread leadership exercised by managers in these
firms. Terms like “coach”, “admiral”, and “sergeant-
major” convey this effectively.
A second series of studies of “second-rung” and
“start-up” firms is being carried out. We anticipate that
the successful organisations will stand out from these
firms in the degree to which they identify, articulate, and
focus on critical success factors, on core business
activities, and the degree to which staff attitudes, beliefs,
and expectations reflect actual working conditions.
Successful firms will have developed a close match
between the expectations and practices of management
and staff. Less successful firms will demonstrate a greater
gap between expectation, ideal, and reality and
achievement.
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